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coRE COURSE rrrr pnYsics
sBlOpHy-Atomic, Nuclear & p".trcl" physics

Time : 3 Hours

Instruction : write answers in Engrish onry. 
Max' Marks : 40

SECTION - A
Answer ail - Very short answer type - Each question carries 1 mark. :

. 1. The de Broglie wavelength of an electron is given by .-
' $?""il:ffi:t;Jergv needed to remove an electron from an atom in its sround

"/3" 
The orbitar angurar-momentuk vector of an etectronorientations in a magnetic field.

//4. What are nucleons ?
(4x1=4)

SECTION - B
Answer any seven - short answer type - Each question carries two marks.

r-'-' 5' state the four fundamental interactions with their range and rerative strength.\4. Explain the pauli,s exclusion principle.\/
'/7 ' Write a note on the haff-life and mean fife of radioactive element.
t/''g. Explain the binding energy of a nucleus.

@ wnat are symmetric and anti-symmetric wave functions ?
\)d Exptainr the totar angufar momentum of an atom.

can have d/+l

.X1. Discuss the radioactive series.
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12. Write a note on nuclear decaY'

13. Exptain nuclear fission process'

,rt4 Show that the total energy of an atom is inversely related to its radius' (7x2=141

SECTION - C

Answer any four - Short essay/problem - Each question carries three marks'

)5. Anelectron collides with a hydrogen atom in its ground state and excites it

to a state of n = 3. How much energy was given to tne hydrogen atom in this

inelastiC cOllisiOn ? _ t.q1f)x1o_\e1

16.Findthefrequencieso|revo|utionote|ectronsinn=1andn=2Bohrorbits.
An electron typically spendi about 10{s in an excited state before it drops to

a|owerstatebyemittingaphoton.Howmanyrevo|utiondoesane|ectronin
oll o = 2 Bohr orbit make in 10+ s ? 3=q1p-'--loa t L{5o-\5-

17. lt atoms could contain electrons with principal quantum numbers up to and

including n = 6, how many elements would there be ?

_yd rind thJatomicrrumber of tnJtement which emits K,X-ray rine of wavelength

0.1g0 flffh @ a6\r

\rt€, a) Find the energy difference between the spin-up and spin-down states of a

proton in a magnetic tield 9f $ = 1 T' R'x{o{r t.'s J

b) what is the Larmor frequency of a proton in this tield ? hQ'i'tet t 3 u 7

20. Find the minimum kinetic energy in th9^laloratory system.need by an alpha

. particle to cause the react'oni;fri", p)ttg The masses of 14N' 4He' IH and 17O

are respectively 14.00307;, +.ooeoo u, 1.00783 u and 16.99913 u'
(4x3=12)

SECTION - D

Answeranryo-Longessaytype-Eachquestioncarriestivemarks.

rfil. Write an essay on explaining Stern-Gerlach experiment'

22.HowX.raysaregeneratedandexplainthespectraobtained.

23. ExPlain He-Ne lasers.
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2$rWhatis correspondence principle ?
(2x5=10)


